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텍스트를 입력하세요.
수특라이트
21강

(나) Mirroring is the behavior in which ㉡one person

1 [논술형 4] 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. [수능특강

unconsciously imitates the gesture, speech pattern,

LIGHT 21강 1번]

or attitude of another. Mirroring often occurs in

(가) Most of the time, we conform unconsciously.

social situations, particularly in the company of

We don’t even have to think about the fact that we

close friends or family. The concept often affects

are monitoring others and adapting to them. For

other individuals’ notions about the individual that is

example, many people start to dress like their boss,

exhibiting mirroring behaviors, which can lead to

although they don’t realize it. Even more often,

the individual building rapport with others. The

people unconsciously mirror their boss’s nonverbal

activation of mirror neurons takes place within the

behaviors during a meeting — using similar hand

individual who begins to mirror another’s

gestures or crossing the same leg, and so on. This

movements and allows them a greater connection

is not crazy behavior. Indeed, there does appear to

and understanding with the individual who they are

be an evolutionary ㉠advantage for those who

mirroring, as well as allowing the individual who is

mirror others. People who dress like their boss

being mirrored to feel a stronger connection with

actually get paid more and promoted more quickly.

the other individual

When we mirror others, they like us more.
Unfortunately, the downside is that we behave in a

4-1. 윗글 (가), (나)의 공통 소재를 (나)에서 찾아 한 단어

more conformist fashion.

로 쓰시오

4-2. 윗글 (가)의 밑줄 ㉠에 해당하는 내용을 (나)에서 찾아
<조건>에 맞게 쓰시오
<조 건>
· 변형 없이 4~8단어로 쓸 것

4-3. 윗글 (나)의 밑줄 ㉡의 구체적 예시를 (가)에서 찾아 <
조건>에 맞게 쓰시오
<조 건>
· 변형 없이 9단어의 명사구로 쓸 것
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출
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년
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입력하세요.
2텍스트를
다음 글에서
전체 흐름과 관계ㅤ없는 문장은? [수능특강

3 밑줄 친 jump off the dead horse가 의미하는 바로

LIGHT 21강 2번]

가장 적절한 것은? [수능특강 LIGHT 21강 3번]

Perhaps the strongest and most dangerous political

I’ve always told my daughter she should pursue

force in the world today is nationalism. Nationalism

things until they don’t make sense. It was a concept

is the belief of a people that they have the right and

I used professionally which resulted in me being

the duty to constitute themselves as a nation-state.

very innovative and forward thinking in my

①It further aims to build and maintain a single

business. It’s also a concept that encourages me to

national identity, based on shared social

be more open-minded and open-hearted to new

characteristics of culture, ethnicity, geographic

situations and experiences. However, at some

location, language, politics, religion, traditions and

point, the thing you’re pursuing may no longer

belief in a shared singular history, and to promote

make sense, and you need to learn to jump off the

national unity. ②The situation of the French

dead horse. Stop banging your head against the

speaking population of Quebec is a good example.

wall, and let it go. Sometimes it’s very dif cult to do,

③For historical and linguistic reasons, Quebec has

especially when you are emotionally invested, but

cultural links with other North American French-

in the long run, you do realize the dead horse will

speaking communities, particularly with the

never take you to your destination

Acadians and Franco-Ontarian communities in
Eastern Ontario and Northern Ontario. ④Their

① Push through hard times

language and their history of discrimination in

② Fake it until you make it

English-dominated workplaces set the Quebecois

③ See it big and keep it simple

apart from English-speaking Canadians. ⑤In 1995,

④ Stop whining and start winning

the people of Quebec narrowly defeated a

⑤ Let go of what seems unpromising

separatist referendum, but it is still possible that
nationalist sentiments in Quebec may result in the
formation of a new nation on the North American
continent.
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출
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년
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4텍스트를
다음 글의입력하세요.
내용을 한 문장으로 요약하고자 한다. 빈칸
(A), (B)에 들어갈 말로 가장 적절한 것은? [수능특강
LIGHT 21강 4번]
A localization economy can be traced to the desire
of individuals to compare products. Individuals may
prefer to shop for shoes in a regional shopping mall
because they can compare the merchandise in four
or ve different stores in fewer trips. Firms selling
similar products may repel one another under some
circumstances, but when consumers have a
demand for display variety, similar competing
establishments may locate together. An additional
shoe store in a regional shopping mall may actually
bene t all the shoe stores by making the mall a
more desirable place to shop for shoes. The
additional store may lower the percentage of mall
shoe shoppers who make purchases at each
existing store, but total sales may increase due to
the greater number of shoppers.

The reason why localization economy developed is
consumers’

(A)

, which brings similar shops

together and makes the location

(B)

place

to shop

(A

(B

① desire for compariso

grea

② need for uniquenes

prope

③ demand for variet

inappropriat

④ complementary product

popula

⑤ preference for sustainablit central
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출
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년
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텍스트를 입력하세요.
정답
4-1. mirroring / 4-2. building rapport with others / 4-3. using similar hand gestures or crossing the same leg
인정답안 4-2. a greater connection and understanding with the individual
2 ③
3 ⑤
4 ①
1
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출
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년
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